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Abstract—This paper investigates a wireless-powered two-way
relay network (WP-TWRN), in which two sources exchange
information with the aid of one amplify-and-forward (AF)
relay. Contrary to the conventional two-way relay networks,
we consider the scenario that the AF relay has no embedded
energy supply, and it is equipped with an energy harvesting unit
and rechargeable battery. As such, it can accumulate the energy
harvested from both sources’ signals before helping forwarding
their information. In this paper, we develop a power splitting-
based energy accumulation (PS-EA) scheme for the considered
WP-TWRN. To determine whether the relay has accumulated
sufficient energy, we set a predefined energy threshold for the
relay. When the accumulated energy reaches the threshold, relay
splits the received signal power into two parts, one for energy
harvesting and the other for information forwarding. If the stored
energy at the relay is below the threshold, all the received signal
power will be accumulated at the relay’s battery. By modeling
the finite-capacity battery of relay as a finite-state Markov
Chain (MC), we derive a closed-form expression for the system
throughput of the proposed PS-EA scheme over Nakagami-
m fading channels. Numerical results validate our theoretical
analysis and show that the proposed PS-EA scheme outperforms
the conventional time switching-based energy accumulation (TS-
EA) scheme and the existing power splitting schemes without
energy accumulation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Radio-frequency (RF) energy transfer and harvesting tech-
nique has been proposed to prolong the lifetime of energy
constrained networks recently. It enables wireless devices to
extract the energy carried by RF signals broadcast by ambi-
ent/dedicated energy transmitters to charge their batteries. This
cutting-edge technology has opened a new research paradigm,
termed wireless-powered communication (WPC), WPC has
been intensively studied in conventional point to point or
point to multiple point networks. Recently WPC has been
also extended to relay networks [1], [2]. In [1], Nasiret al.
first studied the idea of WPC in a three-node relay network,
in which a wireless-powered relay uses the energy harvested
from source to forward its information. In [1], two practical
relaying protocols, namely time switching (TS) relaying and
power splitting (PS) relaying were proposed and analyzed.
Specifically, TS relaying splits the received signal in time
domain by a switcher while PS relaying splits the signal in
power domain by a power splitter. After that one signal is fed
to energy receiver for energy harvesting and the other one is
delivered to information receiver for information forwarding.
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[2] extended [1] into a more general scenario with multiple
interfering WPC relay links.

Two-way relay network (TWRN) has attracted a lot of
research interests over the past decade [3]. Compared with
one-way relaying, two-way relaying can enhance the network
throughput and spectral efficiency. Motivated by this fact,
the design and analysis of wireless-powered two-way relay
networks (WP-TWRNs) have attracted considerable research
interests recently [4]–[10]. However, existing works on WP-
TWRNs assumed that the wireless-powered relay exhausts
the harvested energy in each transmission block to perform
information transmission/forwarding. This assumption may
lead to only a suboptimal system performance due to the
following facts. Firstly, when the receiving channels of the
wireless-powered relay suffer from deep fading, it can only
harvest a little amount of energy. Due to the symmetric
characteristic of two-way relay channels, the channels from
the relay to the sources are also in poor condition and thus
the relay may not be able to perform an effective information
transmission/forwarding even it exhausts all the harvested
energy. On the other hand, when the receiving channels of the
two-way relay are in good condition, it should use only part of
its harvested energy for information transmission/forwarding
and save the rest energy for future use. In this sense, the
consideration and modeling of the energy accumulation (EA)
process is essential such that the wireless-powered relay is able
to accumulate the harvested energy and perform information
transmission in an appropriate time with efficient power levels.

Motivated by the aforementioned problem, in this paper,
we focus on the design and analysis of a WP-TWRN with
EA. Specifically, we consider a WP-TWRN consisting of two
sources and one wireless-powered relay. By noting that the
PS technique considerably has better performance than the TS
technique [1], we assume that the PS technique is used at the
wireless-powered relay. To the best knowledge of the authors,
this is the first work that design and analyze a WP-TWRN
with PS and EA.

It should be noted that the Markov Chain (MC)-based
method has been used to characterize the performance of
wireless-powered communications with EA for point to point
networks, see [11]–[14]. In all these works, the TS-based
EA was considered such that the battery of wireless-powered
node(s) can only be either charged or discharged during
each transmission block. However, for the considered system
with PS-based EA, the relay may experience both energy
harvesting and information forwarding operations during each
transmission block by splitting the received signal power.This
will lead to both charging and discharging of the battery and
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it is actually hard to determine whether the relay battery
is finally charged or discharged during the block. In this
sense, the existing MC-based analysis methods are no longer
applicable and a new analytical approach should be proposed
to characterize the system performance of the considered WP-
TWRN.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows: (1) We develop a power splitting-based energy accu-
mulation (PS-EA) scheme for the considered WP-TWRNs.(2)
We model the dynamic charging/discharging behaviors of the
relay battery by a finite-state Markov chain (MC). We then
propose a novel mode-based method to evaluate the transition
matrix and stationary distribution of the MC.(3) Considering
an amplify-and-forward protocol at relay, we derive a closed-
form expression for the system throughput of the proposed
PS-EA scheme over Nakagami-m fading channels. This is in
contrast to the ideal Rayleigh fading model used in the existing
works [4]–[13]. The system throughput is defined as the sum
of average throughput of the two sources. All theoretical
analysis is then validated by numerical results. It is shown
that the proposed PS-EA scheme can considerably outperform
its counterpart time switching-based energy accumulation(TS-
EA) scheme and the traditional PS scheme without EA.

Notation: Throughout this paper, we usefX(x) andFX(x)
to denote the probability density function (PDF) and cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) of a random variableX . Γ (·)
is the Gamma function [15, Eq. (8.310)],γ (·, ·) is the lower
incomplete gamma function [15, Eq. (8.350.1)] andKv (·)
is the modified bessel function of the second kind [15, Eq.
(8.407)]. (·)T represents the transpose of a matrix or vector
andI denotes the identity matrix.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

In this paper, we consider a WP-TWRN consisting of two
sources and one amplify-and-forward (AF) relay, which is
deployed to assist the information exchange between two
sources. We assume that there is no direct link between
two sources due to obstacles or severe attenuation. Also, all
nodes are equipped with single antenna and work in half-
duplex mode. Unlike conventional networks where the relay
has embedded power supply, we consider the scenario that
the relay is a wireless-powered device and purely rely on the
energy harvested from RF signals broadcast by two sources
to perform information forwarding. Moreover, the relay is
equipped with a finite-capacity rechargeable battery such that
it can perform energy accumulation and scheduling across
different transmission blocks.

We use subscript-A, B and R to denote two sources
and relay, respectively. We note that the up-to-date wireless
energy harvesting techniques could only be operated within
a relatively short communication range such that the line-
of-sight (LoS) path is very likely to exist in these links.
In this sense, the Rician fading model should be used to
characterize the channel fading for links between two sources
and relay. However, the statistical functions (e.g., CDF and
PDF) of Rician fading are very complicated, which would
make the the performance analysis of the proposed scheme
extremely difficult [16]. Fortunately, the Rician distribution

could be well approximated by the more tractable Nakagami-
m fading model. Thus, in this paper we assume that links
A − R and B − R are subject to Nakagami-m fading with
fading severity parameters1 mA, mB and average power gains
ΩA, ΩB respectively. Besides, both channels are assumed to
experience slow, independent, and frequency-flat fading such
that instantaneous channel gains remain unchanged within
each transmission block but change independently from one
block to the other.

Subsequently, we design a power splitting-based energy
accumulation (PS-EA) scheme for the considered WP-TWRN.
The received signals at the relay from both sources can be split
into two parts by a power splitter: one for energy harvesting
and the other for information forwarding. LetT denote the
duration of each transmission block, which is further divided
into two time slots with equal lengthT/2. At the beginning of
each transmission block, the relay chooses to operate in one
of the two possible modes (denoted by Mode I and Mode
II) based only on its current battery status. To determine
whether the relay has accumulated sufficient energy, we set
a predefined energy thresholdPRT/2 for the relay, which can
support a forwarding transmit power ofPR in the second time
slot. Mode I operation is invoked when the stored energy is
below the energy threshold. Otherwise, Mode II operation is
activated to forward the received information. When the relay
operates in Mode I, during the first time slot, the received
signal fromA andB is used entirely for energy harvesting to
charge the relay battery. For operation simplicity, we restrict
that the relay provides no feedback to the sources that the
sources always remain in silence during the second time slot.
Thus, the relay choosing Mode I operation will not harvest
energy from the sources during the second time slot. In Mode
II, the received signal during the first time slot is split into two
parts, one for energy harvesting and the other for information
forwarding. In the second time slot, the relay will amplify and
forward the received signal to two sources with a transmit
power ofPR.

Let PA, PB denote the transmit power ofA, B andxA, xB

denote the transmitted symbol ofA andB with unit energy
respectively. The received signal at the relay during the first
time slot is given by

yR =
√

PAhxA +
√

PBgxB + n1, (1)

whereh is the channel coefficient betweenA andR, g is the
channel coefficient betweenB andR andn1 ∼ CN (0, N1)
denotes the narrow-band Gaussian noise introduced by the
receiving antenna [1].

Without loss of generality, we consider a normalized trans-
mission block (i.e.,T = 1) hereafter. When the relay works in
Mode I, all the received power is used for energy harvesting
and the amount of harvested energy atR during the first time
slot can be expressed as

ẼI =
1

2
η (PAH + PBG) , (2)

where 0 < η < 1 is the energy conversion efficiency and
H = |h|2, G = |g|2 is the channel power gain of the

1For the purpose of exploration, we consider the case thatmA andmB

are integers but their values can be different.



considered links. Note that in (2), we ignore the amount of
energy harvested from the noise since the noise power is
normally very small and below the sensitivity of the energy
receiver. As the relay will not forward information in Mode I,
the output signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) at sourcesA andB
areγA = γB = 0.

On the other hand, ifR opts to operate in Mode II, the
harvested energy is given by

ẼII = λẼI =
1

2
λη (PAH + PBG) , (3)

where0 < λ < 1 is the power splitting coefficient for energy
harvesting. The broadcast signal by the relay node can be
written as

xR = Λ
√

PR

(√
1− λyR + n2

)

, (4)

wheren2 ∼ CN (0, N2) is the AWGN introduced by the signal
conversion from passband to baseband [1] and the power
constraint factor is given by

Λ=
1

√

(1−λ) (PAH+PBG+N1) +N2

. (5)

At the end of the Mode II, the received signals at sourceA
andB can be expressed as

yA = hxR + nA, (6)

yB = gxR + nB, (7)

where nA, nB ∼ CN (0, N0) is the AWGN noise at the
sources. Since each source node has perfect knowledge of
its transmitted symbol, it then cancels the self interference
term. After some mathematical manipulation, we can obtain
the received SNRs at sourceA andB given by

γA =
γRγBGH

(γR + γA)H + γBG+ 1
, (8)

γB =
γRγAHG

(γR + γB)G+ γAH + 1
, (9)

whereγA = (1−λ)PA

(1−λ)N1+N2
, γB = (1−λ)PB

(1−λ)N1+N2
andγR = PR

N0
.

III. PERFORMANCEANALYSIS

To analyze the performance of the proposed PS-EA scheme,
in this section we characterize the dynamic behaviors of the
relay battery. We follow [11] and consider a discrete-leveland
finite-capacity battery model. Thus, it is natural to use a finite-
state Markov chain (MC) to model the dynamic behaviors
of relay battery. It should be noted that the existing MC-
based analysis methods are no longer applicable in our case
due to the complicated charging and discharging behavior of
the considered PS technique. A new mode-based approach is
proposed to characterize the transition matrix and stationary
distribution of the MC. Based on this, a closed-form expression
of the system throughput of the proposed PS-EA scheme is
derived.

A. Markov Model of Relay Battery

Let C denote the capacity of the relay battery andL denote
the number of discrete energy levels excluding the empty level.
Then, thei-th energy level of relay battery can be expressed
as εi = iC/L, i ∈ {0, 1, 2 · · ·L}. As shown in [17], the
adopted discrete battery model can tightly approximate its
continuous counterpart when the number of energy levels (i.e.,
L) is sufficiently large. We define stateSi as the relay residual
energy in the battery beingεi. The transition probabilityTi,j

is defined as the probability of transition from stateSi to state
Sj . With the adopted discrete-level battery model, the amount
of harvested energy can only be one of the discrete energy
levels. The discretized amount of harvested energy at the relay
during Mode I and II is defined as

EK
∆
= εj , j = arg max

i∈{0,1,··· ,L}

{

εi : εi ≤ ẼK

}

, (10)

where K ∈ {I, II}. On the other hand, in Mode II, we
define the discretized transmitted energy for the relay as
one of L energy levels of the battery excluding the empty
level PR/2 ∈ {ε1, ε2, · · · , εL}. For convenience, let integer
δ = PR

2ε1
∈ {1, 2, · · · , L} denote the energy level of the relay

transmit powerPR.

B. Transition Matrix

We now evaluate the state transition probabilities of the
MC at relay. We notice that the transition behaviors of the
formulated MC for relay battery actually depend on the
operation modes of the proposed PS-EA scheme. The relay
battery is charged during each Mode I operation and it is
first charged then discharged during each Mode II operation.
Motivated by this, we propose a novel mode-based approach to
evaluate the transition probabilities of the MC of relay battery.
In the proposed approach, we summarize the calculations of
all possible transition probability into the following twocases.

1) The relay operates in Mode I (Si to Sj with 0 ≤ i <
δ and ∀j): When the relay operates in Mode I, it harvests
energy from the two sources and transits from stateSi to Sj ,
j ∈ {i, i+ 1, · · · , L} due to the fact that the battery is not
discharged. Specifically,j = i represents the case where the
harvested energy is discretized to zero and the battery remains
the same, andj = L denotes the case that the battery is
fully charged by two sources during the first time slot. From
the definition of discretization given in (10), the transition
probability is given by

Ti,j =







Pr {EI = εj−i} , if i ≤ j < L
Pr {EI > εL−i} , if j = L
0, Otherwise

=















Pr
{

εj−i ≤ ẼI < εj−i+1

}

, if i ≤ j < L

Pr
{

ẼI > εL−i

}

, if j = L

0, Otherwise

.

(11)

To proceed, we need to characterize the distribution of the
harvested energy in Mode I given in (2), which is the sum
of two gamma random variables with parametersmA, mB

and average power gainsΩ1 = 1
2ηPAΩA, Ω2 = 1

2ηPBΩB

[18, (Eq.2.21)]. The CDF of the sum of gamma random



variables has been widely studied in the existing literature.
For presentation brevity, we omit the expression ofFẼI

(x)
and it can be found in [19, Eq. (9)]. The transition probability
for this case can now be summarized as

Ti,j =







FẼI
(εj−i+1)− FẼI

(εj−i) , if i ≤ j < L
1− FẼI

(εL−i) , if j = L
0, Otherwise

.

(12)

2) The relay operates in Mode II (Si to Sj with δ ≤
i ≤ L and∀j): In this transition case, the relay first harvests
energy from two sources through power splitting technique,
then forwards the signal to the sources by consumingδ energy
levels of the battery. Since after the energy harvesting phase,
the energy level of the battery could be varied from leveli to
level L based on different amount of harvested energy as in
Mode I. After the discharging phase, the end state of this case
should fall into the setSj , j ∈ {i− δ, i+ 1− δ, · · · , L− δ}.
With the CDF ofẼI, the transition probability of this case can
now be calculated and expressed in a closed-form shown in
(13) on top of next page.

Let Z = (Ti,j) denote the(L+1)× (L+1) state transition
matrix of the MC. By using similar methods in [11], we can
easily verify that the MC transition matrixZ derived from the
above MC model is irreducible and row stochastic. Thus, there
must exist a unique stationary distributionπππ that satisfies the
following equation

πππ = (π0, π1, · · · , πL)
T
= (Z)

T
πππ, (14)

where πi, i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , L}, is the i-th component ofπππ
representing the stationary distribution of thei-th energy level
at relay. The battery stationary distribution of relay can be
solved from (14) and expressed as

πππ =
(

(Z)
T − I+B

)−1

b, (15)

whereBi,j = 1, ∀i, j andb = (1, 1, · · · , 1)T .

C. System Throughput Analysis

In this paper, we select system throughput as the system
performance measure. For the considered WP-TWRN, the
system throughput is defined as the sum of the average
throughput of the two sources. The system throughput of the
proposed PS-EA scheme can be expressed as

Ψ = σB Pr {Υ = ΥII, γA > vB}+ σA Pr {Υ = ΥII, γB > vA}

= σB

L
∑

i=δ

πi Pr {γA > vB}+ σA

L
∑

i=δ

πi Pr {γB > vA},

(16)

whereσA andσB are the transmission rates of sourceA andB
respectively andvA = 22σA −1, vB = 22σB −1 are the outage
thresholds evaluated from the channel capacity. Moreover,the
last equality holds according to the operation principles that
the relay operates in Mode II only when the accumulated
energy is higher than energy levelδ. In the following, we
evaluate the two probability terms in (16). The output SNRs
given in (8), (9) can be further summarized in the form of

γA, γB = aHG
bH+cG+1 and a, b, c are different constants corre-

sponding to the SNRs at different sources. The two probability
terms in (16) can be easily obtained by first evaluating the
general termφ (a, b, c, v) = Pr

{

aHG
bH+cG+1 > v

}

.

In [3], the authors evaluated the similar termφ (a, b, c, v)
where H , G are exponential random variables. In this pa-
per, we extend the analysis in [3] to a more general and
complicated case, in whichH and G are gamma random
variable. In particular, the CDF ofH and PDF ofG are

given byFH (x) = 1−
mA−1
∑

i=0

(

mA

ΩA
x
)

i

i! exp
(

−mA

ΩA
x
)

, fG (x) =
(

mB
ΩB

)

mB

Γ(mB) xmB−1 exp
(

−mB

ΩB
x
)

[18, (Eq.2.21)].
For the purpose of brevity, we omit the details of the tedious

derivation. With the above CDF and PDF, by using similar
methods in [3] and the integral in [15, (Eq.3.471.9)], the final
result is given in (17) on top of the next page. We can now
obtain a closed-from expression for the system throughput of
the proposed PS-EA scheme given by

Ψ =σB

L
∑

i=δ

πiφ (γRγB, γR + γA, γB, vB)

+ σA

L
∑

i=δ

πiφ (γRγA, γA, γR + γB, vA).

(18)

Remark 1: From the above analysis, we can see that in-
creasing power splitting ratioλ will lead to two conflicting
impacts on the system performance. On one hand, it decreases
the output SNRs and reduces the system throughput since
less power is split for information forwarding. On the other
hand, more energy is harvested during the operation when the
power splitting ratio increases, consequently, the probability
that relay opts Mode II is higher and the system throughput
grows. We can thus deduce that there must exist an optimal
value of 0 < λ < 1 such that the system throughput is
maximized.

The parameterδ also influences the system performance
significantly. When the value ofδ increases, the probability
that relay works in Mode II is lower and the system perfor-
mance is confined. On the other hand,PR = 2δε1 increases as
δ grows. With higher transmit power of the relay, the output
SNRs of both sources are increased and the overall throughput
is increased. Thus we can conclude that there should also exist
an optimalδ = PR

2ε1
∈ {1, 2, · · · , L} such that the system

throughput is maximized. Unfortunately, it is difficult forus
to further jointly optimizeλ andδ due to the complex structure
of the MC model and the complicated expression of system
throughput. However, optimal solutions can be easily obtained
via numerical exhaustive search with the derived analytical
expression given in (18).

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present some numerical results to validate
and illustrate the above theoretical analysis. In order to capture
the effect of path-loss, we use the modelΩXY = 1

1+dα

XY

,
whereΩXY is the average channel power gain between node
X and Y , dXY denotes the distance between nodeX and
Y , andα ∈ [2, 5] is the path-loss factor. For simplicity, we



Ti,j =







Pr {EII = εj−i+δ} , if i− δ ≤ j < L− δ
Pr {EII > εL−i} , if j = L− δ
0, Otherwise

=















FẼI

(εj−i+δ+1

λ

)

− FẼI

(εj−i+δ

λ

)

, if i− δ ≤ j < L− δ

1− FẼI

(εL−i

λ

)

, if j = L− δ

0, Otherwise

.

(13)

φ (a, b, c, v) =
2
(

mB

ΩB

)mB

Γ (mB)
exp

[

−v

a

(

mAc

ΩA

+
mBb

ΩB

)]mB−1
∑

i=0

mA−1
∑

j=0

j
∑

k=0

(

mB−1
i

)(

j
k

)

bmB−i−1cj−k
(

mA

ΩA

)j

j!amB+j−k

× vmB+j−i−1

(

bc

a
v + 1

)k
[

mA

ΩA
v (bcv + a)

mB

ΩB

]

i−k+1

2

Ki−k+1

(

2

√

mA

ΩA

mB

ΩB

(

bc

a2
v2 +

v

a

)

)

.

(17)

consider a linear topology such that the sources and relay are
located in a straight line. In all the following simulations, we
let PA = PB = P andσA = σB = σ. We set the distances
dAB = 20m and dAR = 8m, the path-loss factorα = 2,
the severity parametersmA = mB = 2, the battery capacity
C = 0.2, the noise powersN0 = 2N1 = 2N2 = −80dBm and
the energy conversion efficiencyη = 0.5.

We first compare the analytical system throughput derived
in (18) with the Monte Carlo simulation result. In order to
explore the impact ofL in the MC model, we set the required
forwarding energy of the relay to be 20% of the total battery
capacity which is independent ofL. From Fig. 1, we can see
that the analytical results approach the simulation results as
L increases. Specifically, the analytical results forL = 200
coincide well with the Monte Carlo simulation which validates
our theoretical analysis presented in Sec. III. Furthermore, we
can also observe that the accuracy of the MC model improves
as the transmit power grows. This is understandable since
for the same degree of precision, smaller intervals between
adjacent energy levels (i.e. lagerL for a givenC) are required
to accurately capture the amount of charging energy when
the harvested energy is low. At last, the system throughput
becomes saturated when the transmit power is sufficiently
large. This is due to the storage capacity constraint of the relay
as well as the transmission rate bound. As the analytical results
agree well with the simulation results and for the purpose of
simplicity, in the following, we will only plot the analytical
results of the proposed PS-EA scheme whenL = 200.

In Fig. 2, we depict the system throughput of the proposed
PS-EA scheme versusδ for different source transmit power
and power splitting ratio. Recall thatδ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L} is de-
fined as the energy level of the relay transmit powerPR. Since
the value ofδ is discrete, we plot the throughput performance
curves in stairs manner. We can observe that there exist an
optimal value ofδ that maximizes the system throughput for
all the considered cases. It validates our deduction in Remark
1. Moreover, we can see that the optimal value ofδ shifts to
the right as the transmit powerP increases. This is because the
relay can harvest more energy on average when the transmit
power of the source increases and a higher transmit power
of relay can be supported for a better system performance.
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Fig. 2. The system throughput of the proposed PS-EA scheme versusδ for
different source transmit powerP and power splitting ratioλ.

We can also observe that the optimal value ofδ decreases as
the power splitting ratioλ decreases. This is understandable
since the relay harvests less energy as the power splitting ratio
reduces and a smaller transmit power should be used.

In Fig. 3, we compares the optimal throughput of the
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Fig. 3. The system throughput of the proposed PS-EA scheme, its counterpart
TS-EA scheme and the PS scheme without EA with their optimal settings.

proposed PS-EA scheme, its counterpart time switching based
energy accumulation (TS-EA) scheme and the conventional PS
scheme without EA. The optimal throughput of the proposed
PS-EA scheme can be obtained by jointly optimizing the pa-
rameters0 < λ < 1 andδ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L}. We perform a two-
dimensional exhaustive search from the analytical expression
to achieve the optimal performance. In the TS-EA scheme,
the time switching scheme is implemented such that the relay
can only perform either energy harvesting or information
forwarding operations in each transmission block. Specifically,
energy harvesting operation is the same as Mode I operation
in the proposed PS-EA scheme, while in the information
forwarding operation, all the received signal is deliveredto the
information receiver and nothing is used for energy harvesting.
Thus, the optimal system throughput of TS-EA scheme can
be attained by finding the optimal transmit power of the
relay. For the conventional PS scheme without EA, the relay
exhausts the harvested energy to forward information during
each transmission block. The system throughput can thus be
optimized by the optimal power splitting ratio. From Fig. 3,we
can see that TS-EA scheme only outperforms the PS scheme
without EA at low and medium SNRs range. Although the
conventional PS does not accumulate the harvested energy, it
is still superior to TS-EA scheme. This is mainly because the
PS technique is more efficient than the TS technique since it
enables the simultaneous energy harvesting and information
forwarding. More importantly, the proposed PS-EA scheme
can outperform the two benchmark schemes in all simulated
cases.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a power splitting-based en-
ergy accumulation (PS-EA) scheme for wireless-powered two-
way relay networks (WP-TWRNs). We modeled the dynamic
charging and discharging behaviors of the finite-capacity relay
battery by a a finite-state Markov chain (MC). We proposed a
novel operation mode-based approach to evaluate the transition
probability and stationary distribution of the MC. We then
derived the system throughput of the proposed PS-EA scheme,
which is defined as the sum-throughput of two sources, over
Nakagami-m fading channels. Numerical results validated the

theoretical analysis and demonstrated the impact of various
system parameters on the performance. Results showed that
the proposed PS-EA scheme outperforms its counterpart time-
switching based energy accumulation scheme and the PS
scheme without energy accumulation in all the considered
cases.
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